2019 ARC Conference Breakout Sessions
Out of the Box – Maybe … Part of our Future – Certainly?
This session may be under the radar at a quick glance, but you may want to lock this one in as
we focus on light, sound and energy issues that are affecting millions of Americans greatly
every day.

A New Green Waste? (Medical Marijuana in AR)
Medical Marijuana approved for Arkansas check! But are we ready for the disposal issues that
may come with it. This session will focus on green waste and packaging within the medical
marijuana industry within Arkansas.

The Future of Battery Disposal Management
Just think about it, literally everything we touch now has a battery. So how do we dispose of
everything? This session will guide you along the curvy road that is battery recycling.

Sustainable Brands in AR
In this session we will spotlight some of Arkansas’ best sustainable brands. Large to small we
have you covered on how these Arkansas companies stay in the forefront of sustainability.

Measuring Success
You can measure your program in many ways. To look good or simply put because you are
required to report. This session will take a look at how reporting your recycling rates correctly
can actually improve your program and help you plan to improve your recycling rates.

The Future of Packaging (Plastic, mixed paper, etc.)
Packaging, something most consumers never consider. This session will dive into the very
technological world of packaging and how little changes can affect our recycling rates versus
landfill rates as well as consumer ease of use.

Taking Recycling Education to the Next Level
In our current recycling market, every decision is critical. This session will focus on taking your
current program to the next level even when the odds are stacked against you.

State of Recycling in AR and the US
Talk about a can’t miss session! As we all know recycling is difficult and prices are complicated
at best. This session will focus on the state of recycling in Arkansas as well as the US. We just
may end up with some sort of direction after this panel tackles this very difficult topic.

